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Abstract

This study investigated the effect of first language (L1) transfer on Arabic ESL learners’ acquisition of the relative clauses, the passive voice and the definite article. I used Contrastive Analysis (CA) and Error Analysis (EA) to analyze 50 papers written by Arabic ESL students at the ACTFL Advanced Mid proficiency level. The analysis was paired with interviews with five advanced students to help determine whether L1 transfer was, in fact, influencing students’ errors predicted by CA.

Students in this study made L1 errors along with other errors. Although no statistical difference was found between the frequency of transfer and other (non-transfer) errors, L1 transfer errors were still common for many learners in this data. The frequency of the relative clause L1 transfer errors was slightly higher than other errors. However, passive voice L1 errors were as frequent as other errors whereas definite article L1 errors were slightly less frequent than other errors.

The analysis of the interviews suggested that L1 still played a crucial role in influencing learners’ errors. The analysis also suggested that the frequency of transfer errors in the papers used in this study might have been influenced by CA-informed instruction students received and students’ language level. Specifically, learners reported that both factors helped them reduce the frequency of L1 transfer errors in their writing.

The teaching implications of this study include familiarizing language instructors with possible sources of errors for Arabic ESL learners. Language instructors should try to identify sources of errors by conducting their own analyses or consulting existing
literature on CA paired with EA. Finally, I recommend adopting a CA-informed instruction to help students reduce and overcome errors that are influenced by their L1.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Think in English!” That was how I used to end any discussion with my brothers, my friends and husband on how bizarre English grammar was to them. My judgment was entirely based on my personal experience with English, that mysterious extra-terrestrial creature that I fell in love with. I am not sure whether it was my instincts or if I was advised by a former English teacher to treat English as a different entity than my first language, Arabic, and not to think in Arabic while communicating in English.

Throughout my years of learning English, I kept reminding myself not to think in Arabic because every time I did, I came up with either grammar errors or sentences that were literal translations of Arabic. It was not until I joined the Master of Arts program in Teaching English for Speakers of Other Languages (MA TESOL) program at Portland State University (PSU) that I learned explicitly about the effect of negative transfer on language learning. Negative transfer is defined as “learner difficulty and error” caused by varying “comparable” constructions between two languages (VanPatten & Williams, 2015, p. 20). For example, the absence of the indefinite article in Arabic might influence Arabic learners of English to drop the indefinite article and produce sentences like the following:

*Noel is reading book.

*Sam bought blouse.

I came across similar examples when I did a pilot study examining grammatical errors made by Arab students enrolled in PSU first-year classes. Those examples clearly
corresponded to negative transfer, suggesting the students’ reliance on their first language (L1) led them to produce ungrammatical sentences in their second language (L2). The same applied to ESL students around me who had a hard time understanding how some grammatical features worked because they were using their knowledge about Arabic to produce English constructions, consciously or subconsciously. I knew that they were not “thinking in English” but I did not have the tools to explain the how and the why.

When I examined the literature on Arabic students’ acquisition of grammatical features, three features stood out as commonly studied and also occurring in the sample which I studied in my pilot study: the definite article, relative clause and passive voice. I also found that most of the literature on these features discussed students’ errors in an English as Foreign Language context (EFL) (e.g., Scott & Tucker, 1974; Kharma 1981; Alhaysony 2012; Alotaibi & Alajmi, 2015). I was interested in researching the English as Second Language (ESL) context to see whether the same features were problematic to Arabic ESL students and whether L1 transfer accounted for the difficulty learners faced. Moreover, the research that dealt with the ESL context is dated and has not been updated in decades (e.g. Schachter, 1974; Nasser, 1983; Touchie, 1983). Since language exposure is one of the main characteristics that differentiates the ESL from the EFL context, I wanted to examine whether more language exposure might have an effect of L1 transfer on Arabic ESL learners’ error production.

In addition, results from quantitative studies had me wondering about what happens in learners’ minds when they make errors related to the grammatical features in question. While a few studies sought to investigate the effect of L1 transfer by having learners report on their experiences with L1 transfer and their attitudes towards it
(Touchie, 1983; Aronin & Toubkin 2002; Lui, 2013), only the study conducted by Touchie (1983) focused on Arabic ESL learners of English.

My previous experiences learning and teaching English inspired me to design this thesis to examine errors made by Arab students studying English as a Second Language (ESL) and investigate whether the errors were, in fact, inspired by L1 transfer. I focused on the grammatical features mentioned earlier – the definite article, relative clauses and passive voice. To achieve this, I analyzed errors made by Arabic ESL learners of English in a U.S. institution who are at an ACTFL Advanced Mid level of proficiency. The analysis was followed by interviews with ESL students attending the same institution to get more insight into the role of L1 transfer in students’ acquisition of the features in question. The findings may be helpful to ESL teachers in identifying causes of errors to help their students understand the role their L1 plays in the acquisition of these problematic features.

In the next chapter I survey previous literature and the differences between Arabic and English grammar in relation to the features I investigated. I also discuss the purpose of my study. In Chapter 3, I describe the context of my study, the data and the analysis methods. I discuss my results and findings after examining two sets of data in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5, I provide a summary of the goals of my study, the results and findings. I also address the limitations and implications of my study as well as suggestions for future research.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

Grammar is one of the most important components of any language. In this chapter, I highlight the importance of grammar for language learners and shed light on two major analyses adopted by applied linguists to analyze learner errors, namely contrastive analysis (CA) and Error Analysis (EA). I describe differences between my participants’ mother tongue, Arabic, and the grammar of English, and provide an overview of studies of Arabic L1 transfer related to the grammatical features that I studied. I review the literature on the use of interviews as a useful tool to investigate L1 transfer. In the final section of this chapter I discuss the purpose of my study along with the questions guiding my research.

2.1. The Importance of Grammar

English is the lingua franca of trade, science, politics, entertainment, medicine, and technology. Therefore, the demand for English learning is increasing worldwide. Because learning a language entails learning its grammar, scholars such as Ur (2006) stress the fact that “a knowledge - implicit or explicit - of grammatical rules is essential for the mastery of a language” (p. 4). In order to achieve communicative competence, which is the goal of language acquisition, language learners have to have grammar knowledge in addition to other skills (NCLRC, 2017; Zhang, 2009). Grammar is one important tool language learners need for successful interaction with other language users.
Individuals with poor grammar may be deprived from filling certain social positions. Lack of proficiency due to inadequate grammar knowledge might affect the person’s credibility in some contexts. Praise and Meenakshi (2014) pointed to the “control” or the power proper grammar has in everyday life: “glaring errors in spellings and punctuation are judged before the content of the work” (p. 101). In order to examine grammatical errors that language learners make, researchers have used various analytical approaches. The next section will cover two of the major analyses used to investigate language learners’ grammatical errors.

2.2. Contrastive Analysis and Error Analysis

This section provides an overview of two of the analyses that have influenced the grammar analysis in my study. I believe that these two approaches are inseparable when examining the L1 transfer effect in learners’ data because they complement each other.

Decades ago, linguists such as Henry Sweet and Harold Palmer, among others, suspected that the learner’s first language has an effect on the acquisition of the second language. In his book *The Principles of Language*, Palmer (1949) discussed the case of Belgian refugee children who came to England and learned English as a second language. He said that most of the younger children learnt English and there was no interference whatsoever from their mother tongue. However, older children – whose age he did not specify – made mistakes that were clearly due to interference from their first language. He accounted for differences experienced by both groups of children by saying that older children had a good command of their L1. Older children also possessed a greater analytical capacity which facilitated their applying the rules of their L1 to their L2:
He – an older Belgium child – was older enough and clever enough to receive eye-impressions side by side with ear impressions. He was old enough to pay attention, he was intelligent enough to concentrate, he was skillful enough to analyse and compare the second language with his first, he was able to translate. These things had a harmful influence on his work; they interfered with the processes by which nature causes us to assimilate and to remember, and the quality of his English suffered; it was a certain extent ‘foreigner’s’ English, whereas his younger brothers spoke ‘English’ English” (p.41)

This belief was soon influenced by the behaviorist theory of learning, which was based on the belief that language learning, just like any other behavior, was acquired through repetitions aimed at overcoming the effect of learners’ L1 and achieving L2 competence (VanPatten & Williams, 2015, p.20).

From these roots Charles Fries established contrastive analysis (CA) in the mid-1940s amid waves of support and opposition. Fries believed that in order for language teaching materials to be effective, they needed to include explicit descriptions of the differences and similarities between the learners’ first language and the language to be learnt (Khansir & Tabande, 2014, p. 64). CA attracted the “most spirited controversies” in the field of foreign language teaching, and Robert Lado was one of its strongest advocates (Sridhar, 1975, p. 3). Lado’s book *Linguistics Across Cultures* demonstrated the contrastive analyses of vocabulary, grammar structures and sound systems of various languages. His analyses contained detailed comparisons between learners’ L1s and L2 and predicted areas of potential difficulties learners might face based on those
comparisons (Myles, 2010). Lado’s book inspired scholars to design teaching materials based on CA and led to the birth of the Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency (Kramsch, 2007).

CA’s association with Skinner’s behaviorist theory, however, led to skepticism about it, especially after Chomsky’s (1959) criticism of verbal behaviorism. Chomsky showed that children produce novel language constructions that they had never heard before. Therefore, he claimed, children are born with an innate ability, which he called Universal Grammar (UG), which enables them to learn language. His theory placed behaviorism and CA under heavy fire.

In the 1960s, Corder (1967) challenged behaviorism and CA by saying that most of learners’ errors were instances of their interlanguage. That is, he argued, errors resulted from learners’ attempts to test hypotheses about the new language. Corder’s hypothesis that learners’ errors were not caused by the “persistence of old habits” (Corder, 1967, p.168) caused a major shift from CA to error analysis (EA) (Myles, 2010).

The stronger version of CA which was said to predict learners’ errors and identify areas of difficulty for learners by the mere comparison of two languages without examining learner data was replaced by a softer one. CA was “assigned an exploratory role” (Sajaavara, 2000, p. 208). The use of CA was coupled with EA, so learners’ data was first analyzed through EA. Once errors were analyzed, CA helped researchers pinpoint errors that were likely caused by learners' negative transfer of their L1 knowledge. The analysis of learners’ errors through EA, on the other hand, made it clear to researchers that L1 transfer accounted for some, but not all, the difficulty faced by language learners (Kramsch, 2007).
Dulay and Burt (1973) carried out two studies inspired by the UG and EA to provide empirical evidence for interlanguage errors. They conducted two studies on L1 Spanish children learning English a second language and found that only three percent of their errors could be traced back to their L1 while the remaining errors were developmental, i.e. interlanguage errors. Dulay and Burt replicated their study in 1982 recruiting a larger number of participants from varied L1 backgrounds (cited in Myles, 2010). Results showed a minimal effect of children’s L1s on their L2 acquisition and that children of different L1s acquired 13 grammatical features in the same way. From that point on, CA fell out of favor due its “lack of a solid predictive theory” (Berzak, Reichart & Katz, 2016, p. 2).

Nonetheless, many linguists were convinced that L1 was, in fact, influencing some of the errors made by language learners. Cook (1991) argued that learners’ L1 and L2 influenced one another and that the brain of a bilingual is not divided into two separate monolingual minds; no empirical research was conducted by the researcher to prove his point, however. Meanwhile, questions about UG remained unanswered such as the nature of learners’ initial state, i.e. the grammar that exists in the mind of learners at the beginning of their L2 acquisition. Scholars such as Schwartz and Sprouse (1996) argued that learners would start out transferring all the parameters from their L1 and would adjust the parameters based on their observation of positive evidence they received from the L2 input. Their findings incorporated both UG and the weaker version of CA. In the same vein, Herschensohn (cited in Myles, 2010) argued that learners utilized a collection of resources including L1 and UG to formulate second language grammar and vocabulary.
By 2000, CA and EA were often combined in studies, a research tradition that will be continued in my study. Sajaavara (2000) noted that “contrastive analysis remains a useful tool in the search for potential sources of trouble in foreign language learning” (p.208). The use of CA enables researchers to explore differences between the learners’ errors that are influenced by their L1 and interlingual errors.

The millennium witnessed the continuation of the use of CA for many pedagogical purposes such as the use of CA-informed instruction accompanied by translation in the study conducted by Laufer and Nany (2008) to teach single words and collocations. The researchers found that among the three groups that received vocabulary instruction the group that received CA-informed instruction outperformed the groups that received meaning focused instruction (MFI) and non-contrastive form-focused instruction (FFI).

The use of CA increased in the 2000s especially with the availability of learner corpora, which granted researchers and language instructors access to larger bodies of data. Therefore, CA paired with EA were used in analyzing learner data in studies such as Hong et al (2011). The researchers used the English of Malaysian School Students to examine sources of errors in using English collocations. Another example is Paquot (2017) study which used the International corpus of learner English (ICLE) to analyze the use of English lexical bundles by French and Spanish L1 EFL learners.

As for the methodology of using CA, Serdhar (1976) discussed the principles of conducting it. He emphasized that researchers seeking to compare two languages through CA have to ensure that they can access “accurate” and “explicit” descriptions of the languages they are to investigate. The second principle is having compatible descriptions
of the languages that are being analyzed. As for the focus of the comparison, it can be either on whole systems or subsystems, i.e. a researcher can analyze a certain closed class such as the definite article or focus on one of the articles, e.g. the definite article. As I mentioned earlier, while the stronger version of CA was predictive in nature as it sought to predict learner errors based on the similarities or differences between languages, the softer version of CA is exploratory and is usually paired with EA. The latter helped explained sources of errors rather than hypothesizing about errors.

By using CA in analyzing learners’ errors, I am hoping to provide more insights into the source of difficulty encountered by Arabic ESL learners and help teachers understand why learners of that L1 background find the investigated areas problematic.

2.3. Studies of Arabic L1 Transfer

There are many differences between Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), which Arabic learners acquire through formal education as opposed to the dialectal varieties that vary from (MSA), and English. These differences might cause learner difficulty. Previous literature highlighted the differences between Arabic and English phonology, orthography and punctuation, and grammar in general (e.g., Smith, 2001). Other studies focused on differences in one linguistic branch such as syntax (e.g. Noor, 1996) while others focus on specific grammatical features such as relatives (e.g., Washali & Hasnain, 2013). In this section, I focus on the differences between three grammatical features that vary from MSA to English and cause learner difficulty: relative clauses, passive voice and the definite article.
These three features have been documented in previous literature as problematic for Arabic learners of English. Most studies that dealt with the effect of Arabic L1 transfer on learners’ use of these grammatical features were conducted in an English as a Foreign Language (EFL) context, e.g. Scott and Tucker (1974), Kharma (1981), Alhaysony 2012, and Alotaibi and Alajmi (2015) and Shalaby (2014). English as a Second Language (ESL) contexts have not received adequate attention. In addition, the majority of the studies that exist are dated, e.g. Schachter (1974), Nasser (1983) and Touchie (1983). Other studies that dealt with Arabic L1 transfer did not make a clear distinction between the EFL and the ESL contexts and use them interchangeably. Confusion over the two contexts was evident in articles written by Shalaby (2014) and Crompton (2011), who listed an EFL study by Bataineh (2005) as being an ESL study.

Due to the lack of transfer research in the ESL setting and the scarcity of current ESL studies, we don’t know if Arabic students in an ESL setting exhibit transfer effects. There are many differences between the ESL and the EFL settings. The distinction between ESL and EFL is, however, based mainly on whether English is being taught as a subject in school so that students could achieve foreign language competence (EFL) or if it is being used as a language of instructions in schools and as a lingua franca between speakers of other languages (ESL) (Marckwardt, 1963). Exposure differences where learners use English on a daily basis to communicate with other English speakers as opposed to using it for restricted purposes might affect the language learning process. Also, differences in the nature of the instruction between the two contexts, the materials used, and learners’ interaction with native speakers are important factors.
Knowing whether students in the ESL setting are, in fact, experiencing transfer effects is useful to language instructors. For example, if being an ESL context where exposure to English weakens or eradicates the L1 transfer effect, then ESL language instructors should not be concerned with it. On the other hand, if ESL students experience L1 transfer effects, then language instructors with many Arabic L1 students should start giving this phenomenon some attention. In the following sections, I discuss the three grammatical features I studied.

2.3.1. Relative clauses

One of the grammatical feature that is often studied in Arabic CA is relative clauses. These “syntactically-complex structures” are seen as challenging for learners of English (Alotaibi, 2016, p.57). Just like English relative clauses, Arabic relative constructions are dependent constructions that cannot stand on their own (Al-Washali & Hasnain, 2013).

Arabic relative constructions are different than English relative clauses in many ways. While English relative pronouns are followed by relative clauses, Arabic relative pronouns are followed by constructions called [ṣila]. These constructions can be clausal or non-clausal, e.g. nominal sentences, prepositional and adverbial phrases (Hamdallah & Tushyeh, 1998; Touchie 1983). CA literature highlighted the differences between English relative clauses and Arabic relative constructions which influenced student errors. Unlike English, Arabic allows the omission of many elements that are in relative clauses in English, such as the relative pronoun, the main verb within the relative clause and the
relative clause’s head noun. Arabic relative constructions also characterized by the use of resumptive pronouns.

One of the main differences between English and Arabic relatives is that Arabic allows the omission of the relative pronoun. According to Almasri (2013), this feature is very common in Arabic especially if the referent could be inferred from the context. Almasri used the following example which was taken from the Holy Quran, Hood, verse 116:

"القرُون من قبلكم أولاً بقية...

ʔlquruːn min qablikum ulu: baqijjah

… generations before you those [who] had few...

Almasri explained that although the relative pronoun “who” was deleted because the reader could easily infer the meaning of the deleted relative pronoun “who” from the context. The clause introduced by the demonstrative pronoun “those” refer to the deleted relative pronoun “who.” Many studies discussed the deletion of the relative pronoun in cases where the head noun is indefinite (Asfoor, 1978; Hamdallah & Tushyeh 1998; Al-Washali & Hasnain, 2013; Touchie, 1983). An example of deleted relative pronoun when modifying an indefinite pronoun is:

raʔajtu raḏzulan faʃruhu: tˤawiːl

I-saw man hair-his long

*I saw a man his hair is thick.

The indefinite head noun “man” was modified by an Arabic relative clause [faʃruhu: tˤawiːl] “his hair is long” that lacked a relative pronoun. The English equivalent requires the use of the mandatory relative pronoun “whose,” as in:
I saw a man whose hair is thick.

English relative pronouns, on the contrary, are only omitted when they occur in “non-subject gaps in restrictive relative clauses.” (Biber, Conrad & Leech, 2015, p. 283). Therefore, the deletion of the relative pronouns when it is filling a subject position or when it occurs in non-restrictive relative clauses yields ungrammatical relative clauses.

Arabic also allows the deletion of the verb within the verbal relative construction (Almasri, 2013). As opposed to Arabic relative constructions, English relatives are clausal and they require the presence of verbs. This discrepancy between Arabic and English is a possible source of difficulty as learners might omit verbs within the English relative clause. Some of the relative clause errors reported by Scott and Tucker (1974) were due to the omission of the main verb.

Another element that can be omitted from Arabic relative constructions is the head noun (Touchie, 1983) which is not the case in English. English relative clauses modify head nouns and are obligatory elements. When addressing this characteristic, Touchie claimed that both Arabic and English allow the presence of “free” or “headless” relative clauses. Touchie used the example “Those who took precautions escaped the hurricane” apparently believing cannot act the head noun for a relative clause. However, the head noun is one of the key elements of English relative clauses, and pronouns can act as head nouns (Conrad & Biber, 2009). The deletion of the head noun then is a characteristic that should be attributed to L1 transfer.

Another characteristic that differentiates of Arabic relatives from English relative clauses is the use of the resumptive pronouns. Arabic [ṣila] contains a resumptive
pronoun referring to the head noun that is modified by the relative clause. The resumptive pronoun must agree with the referent in number, person and gender (Almasri, 2013). However, Arabic does not allow resumptives to appear in the subject position (Hamdallah & Tushyeh, 1998; Jassim, 2011). Using the resumptive pronoun in the subject position as in the example below is ungrammatical in Arabic:

*ʔssajjadatu ṭallati: kataba-t al-kita:b fa:zat hɪyə

The-lady who wrote definite marker-book won she

*The lady who wrote the book won she.

This aspect of Arabic has been misinterpreted in at least one study. Scott and Tucker (1974) treated errors made by Arab learners which are caused by using a resumptive pronoun instead of a subject gap as mother tongue interference. Subjects in their study used resumptive pronouns instead of subject and object gaps. The researchers grouped both errors as instances of L1 transfer adding:

Arabic requires that when a verb has an object a pronominal suffix be attached to the verb agreeing with the object in gender and number. The verb also agrees with its subject in number, gender and person, so failure to delete subjects and objects is attributed to MT [mother tongue] interference. (p.88)

Although the Arabic verb agrees with the subject’s gender, person and number, Arabic does not allow resumptives to fill in subject gaps. Arabic does not allow a resumptive pronoun referring back to the subject to be attached to the verb in that case. Hence, relative clause errors that are caused by a resumptive pronoun in a subject gap are not instances of L1 transfer based on CA between Arabic and English, rather intralanguage. Resumptives are obligatory when they appear in the position of:
1. indirect objects
2. objects of prepositions
3. comparisons
4. and genitives

They are optional in objects (Hamdallah & Tushyeh, 1998). Hence, learners’ attempts to form a relative clause modifying an object might result in resumptive pronouns, e.g.

\[ \text{tasawwaqtu maʕa ʔalfata:t ʔallati: ʔiltaqajtu-ha bilʔams} \]

I-went-shopping with the-girl that I-met-her yesterday

*I went shopping with the girl that I met her three weeks ago.

Because the relative construction is a verbal or clausal, the resumptive accusative pronoun [ha] “her” in the previous example was cliticized and added to the verb [iltaqaytu] “met.” The resumptive pronoun in nominal relative constructions can be cliticized to a verb as in the previous example, or it can be reduced to a suffix and added to either a noun, preposition, complementizer (Hamdallah and Tushyeh, 1998). The following examples demonstrates the cliticization of the resumptive pronoun to a noun in a), preposition in b) and a complementizer in c):

a)  \[ \text{ʔlfata:t ʔallati: ummu-ha Nu:ra} \]

the-girl whoes mom-her Nora

*The girl whose mom her is Nora

b)  \[ \text{ʔtˤaawila ʔllati: wadˤaʕ-tu ʕalkita:b ʔalaj-ha} \]

the-table which I-put the-book on-it

*The table which I put the book on it

c)  \[ \text{ʔalmadatu ʔallati: ʔiʕtaqadtu ʔannaha sˤaʕbatun} \]
The resumptive pronoun [ha], which is equivalent to the English pronoun “her,” was cliticized to the noun [ummu] “mom” in example a, and it became [ummu-ha] “her mom.” In example b, the pronoun [ha] was cliticized to the preposition [ʕala] “on” so it became [ʕalajha] “on it” whereas in example c the pronoun ‘it” was cliticized to complementizer [ʔanna] “that” to form the construction “that-it” [ʔannaha]. Based on the previous CA, L1 transfer might influence learners to use resumptive pronouns when producing English relative clauses.

Many EFL studies investigated relative clause errors made by Arabic learners (Qaid & Ramamoorthy, 2011; Alhaysony, 2012; Alotaibi, 2016; Alroudhan, 2016). Alroudhan (2016) investigated the erroneous use of resumptive pronouns in a study involving 100 advance EFL students and teachers through an acceptability judgment test. The results revealed that the majority of the sample accepted the use of resumptive pronouns. The CA conducted by the researcher predicted learners’ difficulty, and the results confirmed it.

As opposed to EFL studies where relative clauses are frequently investigated, including in the past ten years (Qaid & Ramamoorthy, 2011; Alhaysony, 2012; Alotaibi, 2016 and Alroudhan, 2016), ESL literature on Arab learners’ acquisition of relative clauses has not been updated since the 1980s. I could not find a current study that addresses the ESL context. Most of the studies were conducted in the 1970s-80s. For instance, Scott and Tucker (1974) studied oral and written data by 22 Arabic learners and found that the most frequent relative clause error their subjects made was the deletion of
the relative pronoun, and they attributed it to L1 transfer. Touchie’s (1983) analyzed data from 102 Arabic learners and found that L1 transfer accounted for many of the errors that learners made especially in the use of resumptives in forming the relative clause.

Meanwhile, Schachter’s (1974) study was especially influential (Touchie, 1983). In her study analyzing writings of Arabic, Perisan, Chinese and Japanese ESL learners through CA and EA, Schachter found that Arabic and Persian learners used relative clauses more frequently than the two other groups. The analysis also revealed that Arabic and Persian learners made many errors even though these languages had more similarities to English relativization than Japanese and Chinese. Schachter concluded that:

> The learner apparently constructs hypotheses about the target language based on knowledge he already has about his own language. If the constructions are similar in the learner’s mind, he will transfer his native language strategy to the target language. (p.212)

The previous quotation means that Arabic and Persian students consulted their knowledge of their L1 to form grammatical constructions that they deem similar to the target language they were learning. The errors found in the data were attributed to learners’ reliance on their L1 knowledge in forming relative clauses.

### 2.3.2. Passive Voice

Another grammatical feature that varies between Arabic and English is the passive voice. It is less frequent in Arabic (El-Yasin, 1996). The differences in forming the passive voice in English and Arabic might cause learners difficulty. The absence of
the auxiliary verb in the Arabic formation of a passive voice could also influence Arab learners’ production of ungrammatical passive sentences such as:

*The apple eaten.

*correct: The apple was eaten.

*The agreement ratified last week.

*correct: The agreement was ratified last week.

Arabic passivization, in contrast to English, is expressed by the means of melodic overwriting “where the vocalic pattern of the active verb changes” (Laks, 2013, p.163). The vocalic pattern of perfective verbs changes to mimic the u-i pattern while imperfective verbs take the u-a pattern. For example, the verb “eat” [jaʔkul] follows the u-i pattern in the perfective form when passivized so it becomes: ukila

[ʔukila] “was eaten.”

[yaʔkul] simple present tense “eat”

[ʔukila] perfective passive

The imperfective form follows the u-a pattern as in [juʔkal] “is being eaten”:

[yaʔkul] simple present tense “eat”

[juʔkal] imperfective

Moreover, Arabic does not have agentive passives so “there is no natural way of mentioning the doer” (Elyasin, 1996, p.20). A sentence like:

The lightbulb was replaced by Andrew.

would be semantically odd and deemed unnatural because of the by-phrase. Though it can be translated into Arabic, it is difficult to imagine a context for it. Previous research
on Arab learners’ acquisition of English passive voice focused on learners “avoidance” of using passive voice and “delay” in acquiring it the literature overall is “insufficient (Adler, 2012, p. 37). A few studies discussed errors made by Arabic learners when forming passive sentences which were Alotaibi and Alajmi (2015), Kleinmann (1977) and Adler (2012).

As for research on the effect of learners’ L1 on their use of the English passive voice, Alotaibi and Alajmi (2015) conducted a study involving 50 advanced Arabic EFL learners. Participants were administered grammaticality judgment tests designed to investigate learners’ acquisition of verbs that passivize. The researchers found that positive L1 transfer helped students answer the questions on the verbs that passivize correctly as those verbs had Arabic counterparts.

Meanwhile, Kleinmann (1977) investigated avoidance behavior in ESL learners whose native languages were Arabic, Spanish and Portuguese in a study that used both CA and EA. He found that Arabic L1 learners avoided using the passive voice in activities designed to elicit the use of passives. This shows that learners might have found this feature problematic and tried to avoid using it.

As mentioned earlier, the literature on Arab learners’ acquisition of the passive voice is limited. Moreover, Kleinmann’s (1977) and Adler’s (2012) studies were the only studies that addressed an ESL context. Adler’s (2012) study investigated passive voice errors conducted by L1 Korean and Arabic ESL students. Adler found that the most common error made by L1 Arab students was “not using an auxiliary verb.” Despite the fact that lack of an auxiliary “be” in Arabic is a major difference’ between Arabic and English passives, Adler did not attribute that error to L1 transfer. Adler’s research
questions were confirmatory as she relied on studies that focused on either the avoidance phenomenon or the use of the by-phrase by learners. The researcher did not consult CA and L1 studies that investigated Arab learners’ omission of the auxiliary (e.g., Scott & Tucker, 1974) and built her conclusions on the literature that she consulted for her study.

2.3.3. Definite Article

Another grammatical features that gets studied more frequently by EFL-oriented studies but is underrepresented in an ESL context is articles (Scott and Tucker 1974, Kharma, 1981; Crompton, 2011; Shalaby 2014). The English article system is different than Arabic. The English article system is made of the indefinite articles “a” and “an”, the definite article “the,” and the zero article. Arabic, on the other hand, marks definiteness with the use of the definite prefix added to the beginning of nouns [ʔal], e.g. [ʔalfilm] “the movie.” Arabic has no indefinite articles and indefiniteness is expressed through the absence of the definite prefix (Scott and Tucker, 1974).

The Arabic definite prefix is used more frequently than the English definite article (Alhaysony, 2012). Nasser (1983) listed the uses of the Arabic definite prefix that were different than English. Arabic uses the definite prefix with countable nouns that are used in a generic sense where no gender distinction is made, e.g. “the man” instead of “man” when it is used to talk about humans regardless of their gender. It is also used with abstract nouns, e.g. “the history” instead of history. Kharma and Hajjaj (1997) listed mass nouns when they are used to refer to the whole kind, e.g. “the water” instead of “water,” some proper nouns such as “The Kuwait” instead of “Kuwait” English (Cited in Shalaby, 2014). It is repeated when two nouns are conjoined by “and” - e.g., “the book and the
pen” instead of “book and pen.” Such uses of the definite article do not correspond with its use in. Hence, Arabic learners' overuse of the English definite article was documented in several studies. Scott and Tucker (1974), Shalaby (2014) and Alhaysony (2012) are examples of studies where analysis of Arab learners’ data revealed the overuse of the definite article. This overuse was attributed to learners’ transfer of their L1 knowledge as the definite article was used to replace the zero article.

In a few cases, previous studies have mis-analyzed definite article errors. In particular, some studies (Smith, 2001; Sabbah, 2015; Thyab, 2016) categorized errors like the following as transfer errors:

*grammatical construction:* the arms of soldiers

*learner text:* *arms of soldiers*

However, Arabic would use a definite marker in this context although it is added to the second noun in this phrase:

ʔðruʕu ʔəl-dʒunu:d

arms   definite-soldiers

arms of the soldiers

Because Arabic uses a definite marker in these phrases and no definite article was used in this example, it is not accurate to count such errors as transfer errors.

Based on the literature reviewed earlier, the overuse of the definite article, i.e. using the definite article in place of the English zero or indefinite articles is an error attributed to L1 influence.
As discussed in the section above, the literature on the effect of L1 Arabic transfer acquisition of the English relative clauses, passive voice and definite article is lacking and further investigation is needed.

2.4. Interviews and L1 Transfer

While the analysis of learner errors in writing can provide some evidence of transfer, they cannot tell us what went on in the learners' heads. One way to investigate how learners think when they write in English is to have learners talk about their experiences and reflect on them. A few studies used interviews to investigate transfer among second and foreign language learners (Touchie, 1983; Aronin & Toubkin, 2002). For example, Aronin and Toubkin’s (2002) studied transfer in L2 and L3 immersion programs. They investigated the effect of Russian, which was learners’ L1, on their acquisition of Hebrew as a second language and English as learners’ L3. They also investigated whether L2 and L1 affected learners’ acquisition of L3. The interviews, however, were group discussions and although each participant was given time to respond to the questions posed by the interviewer, the fact that the interviews were not carried individually might have affected the overall results. Students might have been tempted to copy each other’s responses, especially those who were introverts and might hold back some information accordingly. The researchers said that when asked about Russian’s effect on learners’ acquisition of L2 and L3, students were “defensive” and responded with comments such “It is my native language. How can it interfere with anything?.” The majority of learners participating in their study said that they did not experience L1 transfer when acquiring both L2 and L3. Eighty-five percent said that
Russian did not interfere with their acquisition of Hebrew and 91% responded that Russian did not interfere with their acquisition of English.

Touchie’s (1983) study was the only study where interviews focused on the influence of Arabic students’ L1 influence on their acquisition of a grammar feature, in this case the relative clause. Touchie was looking into the strategies learners adopted in forming relative clauses. The researcher reported interviewing “small groups of Arabic ESL students.” It was not clear whether the interviews were carried individually or if they took a form of group discussions. One of the major findings of that study is that Arabic ESL interviewees reported that their L1 influenced their relative clause errors. Eighty-eight percent of the participants who were in lower ESL levels reported that they relied on their L1 Arabic in answering four relative clause tests administered by the researcher. Fifty-seven percent of Touchie’s participants enrolled in intermediate levels and 19% of advanced participants reported consulting their L1. After analyzing the Arabic to English translation test along with the multiple choice, sentence completion and grammaticality judgement tests Touchie found that the most frequent error was the use of the resumptive pronoun followed by the omission of the relativizer. Both errors are predicted by CA and attributed to L.

2.5. Purpose of Current Study

Previous literature has shown that differences between Arabic learners’ mother tongue and English appears to influence some grammatical errors made by Arabic learners of English. The current study is an extension to earlier research. It seeks to investigate L1 transfer in the writings of Arabic learners of English based on CA. I focus
on the relative clause, the passive voice and the definite article in the writings of Arabic ESL learners. While most error analysis studies focused on Arabic learners of English in an EFL context, I focused on the ESL context.

Only one previous study sought to get learner’s view on Arabic L1 transfer and whether they thought it was a factor that influenced their production of L2 constructions. The focus of that study, however, was relative clauses only. Interviews with Arabic ESL learners might help researchers determine whether L1 is, in fact, a factor that influences the acquisition of the grammatical features at hand.

My study addressed the following research questions with respect to relative clauses, the passive voice and the definite article:

1. A) To what extent are these features problematic for students?
   B) Is there a statistically significant difference between the frequency of errors caused by L1 transfer and other, non-transfer errors?

2. How do learners describe the influence of their L1? Specifically, in Arabic ESL learners' descriptions, does L1 transfer appear to influence grammatical errors made with the relative clauses, the passive voice and the definite article?

I answered these questions by conducting an EA of Arab ESL learners’ writings based on CA. Due to the fact that EA and CA cannot tell us about transfer as a mental process, I interviewed Arab ESL learners to investigate the effect of L1 transfer on their acquisition of the grammatical structures in question. The interviews were intended to facilitate a more thorough understanding of transfer effects than the EA of the written data alone.
Chapter 3
Methods

In this chapter, I will address the context of my study, the data that I used to investigate the frequency of the relative clauses, the passive voice and the definite article in the writings of ESL students. I will also discuss the analysis methods, the research tool that I used to investigate whether L1 transfer is a factor influencing these errors, and learners’ attitudes towards it.

3.1. Context of the Study

The context of my study is the English Language Program (IELP) at Portland State University (PSU) in the U.S. I chose this location because it attracts a large number of Arabic students. Arab students admitted to the program in the academic years 2015/16 and 2016-17 made up 50 percent of the total number of students enrolled. Approximately 185 Arabic speaking students per term were enrolled in the program in the academic year 2015-16 and 140 in the academic year 2016-17 (Horikawa, N., personal communication, April 4, 2017). Learning about the academic writing of this population is, therefore, directly relevant to the instructional work of PSU IELP and will help inform it.

3.2. Data

The data that I used is divided into two sets: written papers and interviews. The first set of data was comprised of 50 academic papers written by PSU’s IELP’s levels 4 Arab ESL learners as part of their Guided Research Writing (GRW) classes. The proficiency level of IELP Level 4 learners in writing and grammar corresponds to Advanced Mid
Writers level of the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Language (ACTFL) proficiency guidelines. Learners are expected to have a “good control of the most frequently used target-language syntactic structures” (ACTFL, 2018).

The papers are part of the Guided Research Writing (GRW) corpus compiled by Darby Smith, a former Intensive English Language Program (IELP) instructor at Portland State University. The corpus is made of 476 texts written by 255 students from 10 language backgrounds: Arabic, Chinese, Farsi, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Spanish, Thai and Vietnamese. There are 249 texts written by Arabic learners of English who were enrolled in 23 classes over five terms period (Summer 2013 – Summer 2014). Students were assigned two research assignments, a rough draft followed by a polished final draft. I used 10 first draft papers from each term for my sample. Because I was looking at transfer, the first draft would be more representative of learners’ knowledge as the second draft is usually more refined and incorporates revisions based on instructor’s feedback. I analyzed papers that received a passing grade of at least 70, which is a C on the IELP grade scale to see whether the features investigated were still problematic to this group of learners despite having the language command needed to pass the class. My rationale was that, by eliminating papers that did not get a passing grade, I eliminated students who did not truly meet my proficiency level criterion. Including papers that were below 70% might have affected the results greatly, especially if it turned out that most of the errors were made by this group of learners.

The second set of data is interviews with five IELP students enrolled in IELP’s advanced writing classes. I recruited five volunteer students in Winter 2018 from two participating classes: Level 4 Guided Research Writing (GRW) and Level 5 Independent
Research Writing (IRW). I decided to include both Level 4 and 5 students because higher level students sometimes get placed in Level 4 because they have no experience with a specific skill, such as citing their work with a specific style system, while Level 5 is comprised of students who choose to finish the program instead of testing out (Spitzer, L., personal communication, May 22, 2018). In other words, the difference in proficiency level between levels 4 and 5 is not clearcut. Also, since I wanted to focus on students with advanced writing skills, both IELP levels 4 and 5 meet the ACTFL advanced proficiency. Finally, my decision to include Level 5 students was influenced by the fact that few Level 4 students signed up for the interviews. Participants filled out consent forms before taking part in the study (Appendix A) which state that subjects will be anonymized. Hence, I assigned each participant a code so that they cannot be identified.

I conducted semi-structured 14-24-minute interviews with the participants and I audio recorded the interview participants’ answers and transcribed them. The interviews’ questions were meant to elicit student answers to questions on students’ experiences in learning English grammar. They were directed towards investigating whether Arabic learners used their knowledge of Arabic grammar to understand English grammar by comparing both languages along with their attitudes towards L1 transfer. Other questions targeted specific grammar features such as the omission of the auxiliary verb in passive voice and the use of resumptives in relative clauses. I provided students with a set of erroneous sentences and ask whether they knew what caused the ungrammaticality and whether they would come up with similar constructions. (See Appendix A for the list of questions.) In order to mitigate the effect of peer influence interfering with students’ responses, interviews were carried out individually. At the beginning of each interview I
told students that they could choose to talk in English, Arabic or both, and told them to stop and ask for clarifications when needed. The rationale behind that is some people feel more comfortable discussing the target language’s grammar using their native language while others feel that using the target language is easier.

I also talked briefly about L1 influence and explained that some researchers see it as a hinderance while others view it as a tool that can be manipulated to reach a better understanding of the L2. This introduction served many purposes. First, it was to situate the interview and familiarize subjects with the topic. Second, it was meant to encourage students to express their views as opposed to providing answers which they thought supported the interviewer’s hypothesis. Meanwhile, introducing subjects to contradicting views on L1 transfer might help mitigate potential self-image effect. Students might be tempted to avoid associating with L1 transfer due to the effect of prior instruction which might have suggested that the negative effect of transfer equates with not being good learners. Hence, providing students with both opinions and ensuring their anonymity through signing the consent forms might help students reflect accurately on their experiences. Students might feel less pressured to talk about their experiences and knowing that they do not have to distance themselves from L1 to maintain their image as good students.

3.3. Analysis Procedures

My analysis was divided into five parts. First, I conducted Error Analysis (EA) on the 50 Arabic ESL learner papers, identifying instances of misuse of the features in question, i.e. grammatical and ungrammatical use of the relative clauses, the passive
voice and definite articles. This step helped me create error categories based on the data that I was analyzing.

For relative clause and passive voice errors, I looked into learners’ attempts to form relative clauses and passive constructions. I analyzed each occurrence of either the relative clause or passive voice to see whether they were accurate or not. I created error categories based on the source of error, e.g. the omission of the relative clause’s head noun, wrong main verb inflection within the passive construction and so on. I also tallied errors in each error category.

For the definite article, I started with analyzing all the obligatory contexts of the definite article to see whether the definite article was accurately used by learners and marked cases when learners omitted it. I then looked at the erroneous usage of the definite article which did not conform to the obligatory contexts, i.e., overuse of the definite article. I created error categories based on whether the definite article was used correctly or whether it was omitted or substituted before I tallied the errors in each category.

The second step was to determine which error categories qualified as L1 transfer as predicted by CA and which were non-transfer that did not meet the L1 criteria. Hence, each error category was either categorized as likely caused by L1 transfer based on CA or as a non L1 transfer error.

After the errors were coded, I moved to step three where I conducted the quantitative analysis which helped me determine whether these structures were, in fact, problematic for the learners in the sample. I calculated the frequency of accurate usage of
each grammatical feature, the mean, the median and the mode to examine the frequency of errors in each feature.

Step four was to examine the statistical difference between L1 errors and other errors to see the extent to which L1 transfer was involved in the errors. In order to calculate the statistical difference, I normed the frequency of each error category a count per 1000 words of text for each paper. Then I ran a Related-Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, a non-parametric test of the differences between the groups. I chose to use this non-parametric test because error distribution was not normal. As for the significance level, I set the alpha at .017 (p = .017) because I ran three tests - one for each feature examined.

The last step in analyzing the written data was to investigate the frequency of L1 errors to that of non-L1 errors in papers that received a final score below 80% (n=24) and compare it with the frequency of papers receiving scores of 80% (n=26) and above. This step was directed towards examining error trends in both groups of learners, those who managed to get a barely passing grade and those who demonstrate a good command of language.

Since L1 transfer is associated with mental processes, the mere analysis of the written product is not enough to decide whether learners consult their L1, consciously or subconsciously, when producing the error. The last part of this study was, therefore, targeted towards having more insights into what learners report their conscious awareness of and practices for using the grammatical features in question along with their attitudes and their recognition of errors related to the grammatical features I investigated. My analysis of the interviews was shaped by learners’ responses to the questions I posed.
(Appendix A) as well as the themes that they brought up when reflecting on their experiences with grammar. Some of the questions asked students to reflect on their L1 transfer habits while writing and whether they were comparing Arabic grammar rules to English and transliterating ideas into English. Other questions asked students to determine whether sentences using relative clauses, passive voice and definite articles were grammatical and whether interviewees were able to recognize L1 transfer errors in those erroneous sentences. The interviews were characterized by detailed description of transfer habits by interviewees who felt comfortable talking about their experiences with L1 transfer. Many interesting themes emerged from the interviews that relate to Arabic and English grammar, differences of English instruction learners received in their home countries and at the IELP, among other themes. I identified three major themes that tie directly to my research question, as described in the results chapter. The interviews helped inform my analysis of the data, especially in interpreting the results and determining whether L1 was a factor that influenced errors in forming the grammatical features in question.
Chapter 4
Results and Discussion

The first part of this chapter addresses the results of my analyses of relative clause, passive voice and definite article errors as well as the analysis of the interview data. The final section summarizes the findings of the written data and the interview data.

4.1. Relative Clause Errors

Relative clauses were used in all the papers analyzed. Twenty-three out of 50 papers contained relative clause errors. The accuracy range was large (20%-100%) but the accuracy mean was high (90%) and the median and mode were 100%. The fact that some samples was as low as 20% and that the accuracy rate in ten papers was 50% or below this clearly indicates that some students still had problems forming relative clauses. While most of the learners were able to master the formation of relative clauses, there was a group that that was struggling. That group was comprised of nine papers making up 18% of the data. The percentage of relative clause accuracy for this group of learners was below 70%.

There were 53 errors distributed among nine error categories. I counted errors caused by the omission of the relative pronoun, the absence the relative clause’s main verb, the absence of the noun and the use of the resumptive pronoun as L1 transfer errors based on CA. I divided interlanguage errors into six categories: relative clauses with infinitive or -ing participle errors, relatives as an intended main clause, the deletion of the subject or object within the relative clause, relatives used as intended main clauses and clauses with subject resumptives.
4.1.1. L1 Errors

As for the errors that were potentially influenced by L1 transfer there were 27 errors in the data accounting for 51% of the relative clause errors overall. Table 4.1 shows the distribution of each L1 relative clause error category and provides examples for each. As shown in (Table 4.1), errors caused by the absence of the relative pronouns were the most frequent. An example of this is the deletion of the relativizer “that” in the example taken from paper 078_MAK1_1042AR. This deletion was probably influenced by L1 transfer as Arabic requires the deletion of the relative pronoun if the relative clause was modifying an indefinite head.

Table 4.1. Categories and raw frequencies of relative clause L1 errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Example from students’ papers</th>
<th>L1 Transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Omitted relativizer</td>
<td>In conclusion, there are <strong>several things have been covered</strong> regarding successful learning ability … (078_MAK1_1042AR)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em><strong>correct:</strong></em> several things that have been covered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omitted main verb</td>
<td>Being in classroom <strong>that full</strong> of studenst … (81_CHE1_1124AR)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em><strong>correct:</strong></em> that is full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omitted head noun</td>
<td>… they will find <strong>who will give them</strong> the support and learn through that mistake. (077_LEA1_1001AR)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em><strong>correct:</strong></em> those who will give them</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object resumptives</td>
<td>So we can see here the differences between all three groups in the time that they spend <strong>it</strong> on practice. (078_LEA1_1024AR)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em><strong>correct:</strong></em> they time that they spend on practice.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The second L1 error category is the deletion of the main verb within the relative clause. This error occurred seven times in four papers’ data. The main verb was a copular verb in all the instances. Four of the verb deletions occurred when the verb was proceeded by a predictive adjective. The 81_CHE1_1124AR excerpt (Table 4.1) is an example of copular verb “is” omission.

This error could be attributed to the fact that Arabic allows the deletion of whole relative constructions or parts of them. Also, nominal sentences containing predicative adjectives do not include a copular verb as they do in English. As mentioned earlier, Arabic relative construction could be either clausal or non-clausal.

The third category was the deletion of the head noun which occurred five times in the data. The head noun “those” was deleted in the relative clause in 077_LEA1_1001AR. As I mentioned earlier, this error was treated by earlier as non-L1 transfer (Touchie, 1983); however, the learner’s choice to delete the head noun was likely influenced by his/her L1.

The use of resumptive pronouns was the fourth L1 transfer error category also occurring five times in the data. Three of out the five resumptive errors were due to the substitution of object of preposition gaps with resumptives while two were due to the substitution of direct object gaps. As shown in Table 4.1 above, the learner chose to use the resumptive “it” to modify the referent “time” which is the object of the preposition “in.” This error is likely influenced by the learner’s L1 knowledge of relative clauses.
4.1.2. Non-L1 Errors

As for the errors that were not influenced by L1 transfer, there were 26 errors accounting for 49% of relative clause errors overall. Table 4.2 shows the distribution of non-L2 errors. The most frequent non L1 errors were clauses that had a grammatical first part but had errors in the second part related to the use of infinitives and -ing participles. Errors in this category appeared nine times in five papers, exemplified in the 080_GLO1_1244AR example (Table 4.2).

Table 4.2. Categories and raw frequencies of relative clause non-L1 errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Example from students’ papers</th>
<th>Non-L1 Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relatives with infinitive/ -ing participle errors</td>
<td>Technology that lets people to share their problems throw it… (080_GLO1_1244AR) correct: lets people share …</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatives as used as intended main clauses</td>
<td>… the advantages that help people to find out the information that they need in internet. (078_TEC1_1218AR) correct: … the advantages help people to find out the information that they need in the internet were discussed by the teacher.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deleted subjects/objects</td>
<td>People have been worried about getting something that lend to someone…(082_CHE1_1135AR) correct: that they lend …</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatives used as intended independent clauses</td>
<td>Which mean we have to learn we do something wronge and we have to try hard to get our goals. (078_LEA1_1024AR) correct:</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Error Description</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject resumptives</td>
<td>People who use the positives <strong>they</strong> will help the world to move forward. <strong>(080_GLO1_1244AR)</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>correct:</strong> People who use the positives will help the world to move forward.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total errors</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second most common interlanguage errors were intended use of relative clauses as main clauses. This error cannot be explained by CA as relative clauses are dependent clauses that cannot stand on their own, and they do not express complete ideas. As shown in Table 4.2 the learner treated the relative clause modifying the subject “advantages” in paper 078_TEC1_1218AR “that help people …..” as a main clause.

The following category was a result of leaving out either subjects or objects within the relative clause as in the example taken from 082_CHE1_1135AR. The subject “they” of the relative clause was deleted in “that lend to someone…..” This type of error was not predicted by CA; therefore, I classified it under the non L1 errors.

The fourth error category was caused by using relative clauses as independent clauses that can stand on their own. This category occurred three times in the data. Due to the fact that relative clauses are dependent clauses both in Arabic and English, these errors are not predicted by CA and are treated as instances of interlanguage errors. An example of this category is the excerpt taken from 078_LEA1_1024AR (Table 4.2).

Finally, the last non L1 category was a subject resumptive, which occurred once in the data. As mentioned earlier, Arabic never allows subject resumptives; the use of the
resumptive in the following example was attributed to interlanguage rather than L1. The learner used the resumptive pronoun “they” to fill the subject gap in “People who use the positives they will help the world to move forward” (080_GLO1_1244AR).

4.1.3. Comparison between High and Low-Achieving Students

The distribution of L1 and non L1 errors between students receiving 80% and above and those receiving below 80% varied as shown in Table 4.3. Fifty percent of the papers that received lower than 80% had more L1 transfer errors than non-transfer errors, whereas only 36% of the higher scoring papers had more transfer errors than non-transfer errors. Moreover, 16 out of the 26 papers that received a score of 80% or above used relative clauses with 100% accuracy. However, the lowest accuracy rate of relative clause usage in the data (20%) was also found in this category, and an accuracy rate of 100% was seen in 11 papers receiving a score below 80%. Overall, the accuracy of relative clause use was higher (80%-100%) in papers of higher achieving students (n=23) and lower in those of low-achieving papers (n=11). In sum, then, although there is quite a bit of variation, the effect of L1 transfer on relative clause formation seems greater on low-scoring students than on high-scoring students'.

Table 4.3. Relative clause error distribution among papers receiving 80% and above compared to papers receiving below 80%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution of errors</th>
<th>Papers receiving 80% and above</th>
<th>Papers receiving below 80%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of papers with errors</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of papers with higher frequency of L1 errors</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.4. Statistical Analysis, Summary and Findings

The related samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test found no statistically significant difference between errors that were influenced by L1 transfer and other errors ($p = .594$) ($Z = -.533$). In other words, L1 transfer is not a significant factor in relative clause errors for these students.

The analysis of relative clauses revealed that learners in this data made errors that could be attributed to L1 transfer and others that were instances of interlanguage. Though there was no statistically significant difference between L1 and non-L1 errors, L1 errors were slightly more frequent. This is evidence of the effect of L1 transfer in influencing learner errors. Moreover, several factors might have influenced the results. I will discuss these factors when I address the analysis of the interviews in section 4.4.

4.2. Passive Voice Errors

The passive voice was used in 44 out of the 50 papers analyzed while six papers did not contain any passive voice constructions. There were 32 errors distributed among 15 papers out of the 44 papers where passive voice was used. The accuracy rate of passive use ranged from 0%-100%. Mean accuracy was 71% while the mode and the median were at 100%. Although the accuracy rate was high, the accuracy rate for eleven papers was 50% or below despite the fact that the sample was written by IELP’s Level 4
students. Students enrolled in GRW were introduced to the passive voice in Level 2 so they have spent at least two terms studying the passive voice in the IELP before moving to Level 4. The accuracy rate, however, shows that although most students used the passive voice accurately, some struggled with it.

There were 32 passive voice errors in the data and they fell into five distinct categories: the absence of the auxiliary verb “be”, mis-conjugated auxiliary, wrong main verb inflection, no main verb and the use of the passive instead of the active or the active instead of the passive. Only the first category is due to L1 transfer. It occurred in 11 papers out of the 15 papers containing passive voice errors and accounted for 50% of the errors. CA between Arabic and English shows that the presence of the auxiliary in the English passive formation and the absence of an equivalent in Arabic makes English passives hard for Arabic learners to acquire.

4.2.1. L1 Errors

As shown in Table 4.4, there were 16 instances where the auxiliary was omitted from the passive construction in the data. In the example taken from paper 082_CHE1_1135AR which appears in Table 4.4, the learner dropped “is” from the simple present tense passive construction “nit [not considered].” The omission of the auxiliary resulted in the production of an ungrammatical passive construction. Due to the fact that Arabic passives are created by means of melodic overwriting which does not require the presence of an auxiliary, learners might neglect using it.
omission of auxiliary | … students believe that the informations is readily available so any one can use it and that nit[not] considered cheating … (082_CHE1_1135AR) | 16
| Total errors | correct: that is not considered cheating | 16

The fact that this category accounted for 50% of the overall passive voice errors is a big indication that the absence of the auxiliary from the learners’ L1’s passive construction contributed to the ungrammaticality observed in the formation of the passive voice.

4.2.2. Non-L1 Errors

As for non-L1 transfer errors, wrong main verb inflection accounted for 24% of the overall errors and 50% of the non L1 errors. Table 4.5 below demonstrates the frequency of non-L1 errors as well as examples of each error category. The next non-L1 error category is the use of the passive voice when the active voice is required, which could be attributed to the overgeneralization of the use of the passive voice. This category accounted for 38% of the passive non-L1 errors as it appears six times. CA does not predict such an error, and it cannot be attributed to L1 transfer because the writer’s choice to favor the passive over the active in this context is unacceptable in Arabic too.

Two more error categories accounted for the remaining 12% of the non L1 transfer errors. Each error category appeared once in the data and accounted for 6%; both categories are verb-related: the absence of the main verb and the use of the mis-conjugated auxiliary.
Table 4.5. Category and raw frequency of passive voice non-L1 errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Example from students papers</th>
<th>Non-L1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inflection errors</td>
<td>In addition, Computers are being used for learning, which is now <strong>founded</strong> wrong all around the world…. (089_GLO1_1239AR)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>correct:</em> which is now <strong>found</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attempt of passive when active required</td>
<td>Email, Twitter and Blackberry are three social media programs that most of people love to use it, people might <strong>be lost</strong> their personality. (078_TEC1_1218AR)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>correct:</em> people might lose their personality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mis-conjugated auxiliary</td>
<td>… it is possible that heroism <strong>not be</strong> measured by fame … (080_MAK1_1067AR)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>correct:</em> is not measured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omission of main verb after auxiliary</td>
<td>… technology can save people time, but they use it to waste their time instead and <strong>use it</strong> when needed: technology <strong>should be</strong> as a supplement… (082_TEC1_1169AR)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>correct:</em> should be used</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total errors</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for the absence of the main verb as shown in the 082_TEC1_1169AR example, the passive voice construction “technology should be as a supplement” lacks a main verb. The learner’s omission of the main verb “used” when attempting to generate the passive verb phrase “should be used” is viewed as an example of learner’s L2 knowledge rather than a mother tongue interference.
The second verb-related error was the use of the wrong form of the auxiliary as evident in the 080_MAK1_1067AR example. Since the auxiliary has no equivalent in Arabic, and the learners demonstrated their knowledge of the existence of auxiliary verbs in the passive formation, this error is attributed to learner’s interlanguage interference.

4.2.3. Comparison between High and Low-Achieving Students

The distribution of L1 and non L1 errors between students receiving 80% and above and those receiving below 80% varied as shown in Table 4.6. The distribution shows that L1 errors were more frequent in more than half of the papers receiving below 80% while they were less frequent in papers that received 80% and above. The number of papers with higher non-L1 error frequency was slightly higher in those receiving a score of 80% and above than those receiving less than 80% and the same applies for papers with equal frequency of both types of errors. This distribution suggests that the effect of L1 transfer for passive voice is greater for low-scoring learners than for high-scoring learners.

Table 4.6. Passive voice error distribution among papers receiving 80% and above compared to papers receiving below 80%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution of errors</th>
<th>Papers receiving 80% and above</th>
<th>Papers receiving below 80%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of papers with errors</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of papers with higher frequency of L1 errors</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of papers with higher frequency of non-L1 errors</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal distribution of L1 and non-L1 errors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, 16 papers out of the 26 papers that received a score of 80% used the passive voice with 100% accuracy while only two papers did not include the use of the
passive voice. Meanwhile, an accuracy rate of 100% was seen in 13 papers receiving a score of below 80% while the passive voice was not used in four papers. The overall accuracy of passive voice use was higher for higher scoring students and the avoidance of passive usage was lower in that group of learners. This distribution suggests that L1 transfer might affect low-achieving students’ formation of the passive voice more than it does high-achieving learners.

4.2.4. Statistical Analysis, Summary and Findings

Based on the related-samples Wilcoxon signed rank test, there is no statistical difference between errors caused by L1 transfer and errors cause by non-L1 transfer (\(p = .504\)) (\(Z = -.668\)). The results reported above show that the passive voice was a problematic feature for 15 learners. The accuracy rate was below 50% in seven papers even though students were introduced to the passive voice early on in the program and were now enrolled in upper-level classes. Only one category accounted for L1 errors which is the absence of the auxiliary “be” as it contributed to 50% of overall passive errors. However, there was no statistical difference between L1 and non-L1 errors.

As for the six papers that did not include passive voice constructions, they accounted for 12% of the overall data analyzed which is not a high percentage. One could argue that avoidance influenced learners’ choice to refrain from using the passive voice. However, as discussed earlier, Arabic does not favor passives, so this also could have influenced learners’ choice not to use it. In other words, absence of passives could be a transfer issue. It was impossible to measure this effect, however.
4.3. Definite Article Errors

The definite article was used in all 50 papers analyzed. Out of the 1,541 obligatory definite article contexts, 1044 were accurate. The accurate uses accounted for 68% of the overall obligatory contexts. Only one paper was free of errors and only four other papers had an accuracy rate that was 90% or above. As for the accuracy range, papers varied from 5%-100% while the mean was 67%, the median 73% and the mode 86%.

As shown from the results introduced above, definite articles are still a source of error for participants in this data. The fact that the accuracy rate for some learners was as low as 5% proves that the definite article was problematic for the participants although it is one of the first features to be introduced to learners.

There were 497 definite article errors. They fell into three categories:

1. article insertion, i.e. when the definite article filled the place of either the indefinite or zero article.
2. article omission.
3. article substitution by the indefinite article.

Consistent with the review in chapter 2, I classified errors that were caused by the insertion of the definite article to L1 transfer, while deletion and substitution errors were counted as non-transfer errors.

4.3.1. L1 Errors

The insertion of the definite article occurred 230 times in the data, accounting for 46% of all definite article errors. This error occurred in 43 papers out of the 50 papers analyzed. A typical example is the one in Table 4.7, where the learner inserted the
definite article “the” in front of the noun “globalization,” which is both noncount and abstract and does not require an article. This error corresponds with the way the definite prefix in Arabic is used with the noun “globalization.” Hence, this error is attributed to L1 transfer.

Table 4.7. Category and raw frequency of the definite article L1 errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Example from students’ papers</th>
<th>L1 Transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definite article insertion</td>
<td><strong>The</strong> globalization contributed to … (083_GLO1_1249AR)</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct: Globalization contributed to develop technologies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total errors</td>
<td></td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2. Non-L1 Errors

As for non-L1 errors, the most frequent non-transfer error was definite article deletion (Table 4.8). It occurred 257 times in the data, which is 52% of all definite errors. This high percentage can be explained by examining the distribution of errors within papers. An example of definite article deletion is shown in Table 4.8. The learner deleted the definite article preceding the noun “professor” which cannot be attributed to L1 as the Arabic equivalent requires the use of the definite article.

Table 4.8. Categories and raw frequencies of the definite article non-L1 errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Example from students’ papers</th>
<th>Non-L1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definite article omission</td>
<td>and that absolutely encourage student to cheat because it is difficult for <strong>professor</strong> to deal with more than… (076_CHE1_1131AR)</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct: … it is difficult for the professor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The second non-transfer error was the substitution of the definite article with an indefinite article as in the example taken from 076_CHE1_1131AR. This category accounted for only 2% of definite article errors, occurring 11 times in the data. Due to the fact that Arabic does not have indefinite articles, this error was listed under non-L1 transfer errors. Together with the article deletion, definite article substitution accounted for 54% of definite article errors.

4.3.3. Comparison between High and Low-Achieving Students

The distribution of L1 and non-L1 errors between students receiving 80% and above and those receiving below 80% varied as shown in Table 4.9. The distribution shows that L1-related errors were more frequent than non-L1 errors for 46% of the higher scoring papers (12 of 26) and 39% of the lower-scoring papers (9 of 23). Moreover, the only paper that did not contain definite article errors received a score below 80%. Overall, then, the effect of L1 transfer on definite article errors appears greater for high scoring students than for low-scoring students.

Table 4.9. Definite article error distribution among papers receiving 80% and above compared to papers receiving below 80%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution of errors</th>
<th>Papers receiving 80% and above</th>
<th>Papers receiving below 80%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of papers with errors</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of papers with higher frequency of L1 errors</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of papers with higher frequency of non-L1 errors</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal distribution of L1 and non-L1 errors</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3.4. Statistical Analysis, Summary and Findings

The related samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test found no statistically significant difference between errors that were influenced by L1 transfer and other errors ($p = .128$) ($Z = 1.523$).

The percentage of definite article misuse in the data was 32%. It included 98% of participants which suggests that this grammatical feature is still problematic for learners. However, the statistical analysis showed no difference in the frequency of transfer-related and non-transfer-related errors. Also, high writing scores did not correlate with accurate low frequency of L1 definite article errors.

### 4.4. Interviews

In this section, I focus on my findings based on interviewing five upper-level Arabic L1 IELP students enrolled in Levels 4/5 writing classes. The interviews provided evidence for students’ transfer habits, the effect of instruction (which ties into students’ attitudes towards transfer) and the effect of students’ IELP level on the frequency of L1 transfer errors they made. These were the three major factors that were apparent in the interviews. Students’ transfer habits influenced their production of L1 errors. The
instruction and students’ level, on the other hand, helped students reduce the effect of L1 transfer when using some of the grammatical features investigated. For anonymity, the five interview participants are identified as codes.

4.4.1. Students’ Transfer Habits

As for students’ transfer habits, all five students admitted to thinking in Arabic when writing and speaking in English. This is strong evidence of transfer. For example, when I asked student Participant (5) whether expressing ideas in English was easy, the student responded by saying “I don’t think so because there is like you have to translate everything in your mind.” Meanwhile, Participant (1) said that it was easy for her to express herself in English as long as she did not have to talk about specific things “I think it is easy just to express myself in . . . just a little just like basic information about myself, but maybe I can’t talk in specific things or more details.” She admitted that she always thinks in Arabic when trying to express herself both orally and in writing. All five students that I have interviewed said that they would think in Arabic when expressing themselves in English especially when they are under pressure. Participant (3) for example, said that thinking in Arabic was easier especially with approaching deadlines, and when she wanted to make sure that she could finish her assignments in time.

When asked about the frequency of student’s translation of Arabic ideas into English, Participant (5) replied “Most of the time because I get used to it [thinking in Arabic first].” The student said that she was not using the strategy of thinking in Arabic and translating ideas into English as much in writing. She explained that she did not feel the need to refine her writing and expressing her ideas using proper grammar because
“Everybody do it [makes grammar mistakes]. Even like Americans do it, so I think it’s fine.”

Another student Participant (4) said that although he was thinking first in Arabic all the time, he was aware that “sometimes [his writing] doesn’t really make sense … it [translating ideas from Arabic] doesn’t make it really like English.” Participant (2), on the other hand said that she would always brainstorm first in Arabic, she said that strategy helped her “express [ideas] in high level in Arabic and then translate to English. If I want write the essay in English directly I write in lower level like baby.” However, she admitted that she would often end up with sentences that contained errors influenced by her L1 as they were pure transliterations of Arabic.

Meanwhile, Participant (3) admitted resorting to translating Arabic ideas, especially when she was under pressure, because “it is easier to think in Arabic.” Other students found that comparing both languages helped them get a better grasp of the English grammar. Participant (2) found comparing English to Arabic grammar especially helpful, adding that comparing was something that she did most of the time. This occurred for students even when they said they did not “know” the rules of Arabic grammar well. Participant (4) admits to comparing English rules to Arabic rules despite being told not to athink, translate or compare the two languages, even though he said that he was “not really good at our grammar … Arabic grammar.” Participant (4) was referring to his explicit grammar knowledge, but he was transferring his implicit knowledge of grammar to English although he did not know how to explain the rules. For example, he knew how to form relative clauses in Arabic, but did not know how to explain the underlying rules.
Students’ responses support the claim that L1 transfer is a factor influencing students’ errors. The students were clearly still relying on the translation of ideas in their L1 to English, which resulted in the production of L1 transfer errors.

While students in the Aronin & Toubkin (2002) study were defensive about the effect of their L1 and ruled out the possibility of transfer, students in this study felt comfortable talking about their transfer habits though admitting that they were instructed not to. This difference could be attributed to social factors or whether learners were viewing their L1s as identity markers, and while this topic is intriguing, it is not the focus of this study.

4.4.2. Effect of Instruction

While students’ transfer habits affected the production of likely L1 errors, the instruction they received had two main counter effects. The first was that students’ attitudes towards transfer were influenced by those of their instructors. All five students interviewed said that were told either by IELP instructors or other language instructors to stop thinking in Arabic while writing in another language. Participant (1) recalled being advised by a French instructor not to think in Arabic. “You have to think in French” is what her instructor used to say. Participant (5) also mentioned her IELP instructors’ “just think in English” phrase, adding that her instructors tried to keep both languages separate from each other.

This was reflected in the way students viewed transfer. Students’ attitudes towards transfer were negative despite admitting to occasionally relying on it. For example, Participant (1) expressed her negative attitude towards transfer by saying “I
think this [thinking in Arabic] is a mistake.” She explained by saying that the Arabic structure is different than English. This was evident for all students as they emphasized the differences between Arabic and English which encouraged them to view transfer as a negative strategy.

The second effect of instruction was that instruction made students aware of transfer and helped them avoid transfer-related errors. All students reported receiving instruction that was influenced by CA. Instructors who were familiar with the literature of Arabic-English CA pointed out likely L1 errors that Arabic L1 students made. Other instructors were also observant, and they would ask Arabic L1 students about the way certain grammatical features were formulated in Arabic whenever they saw that such an error persisted in the writing of Arabic L1 students. Learners explained that their teachers would ask “Is that the way you do it in Arabic” which was an attempt to decide whether the error was attributed to L1 transfer. Teachers brought their learners’ attention to L1 transfer influence on their inaccurate use of English grammar.

As for the effect of this kind of instruction, it seems to yield positive effects such as helping students notice their mistakes and reduce the frequency of L1 errors accordingly. For example, Participant (5) said that her IELP instructors helped her see the difference between Arabic and English passives, relative clauses and noun clauses. This helped reduce her errors, especially that she used to “drop verbs from sentences,” including auxiliary verbs. Four out of the five students interviewed believed that CA-informed instruction was useful as it helped them understand the rules and do better. One student said that CA should be used only when conventional instruction fails to stop learners from committing L1 errors. She added that CA-instruction should be provided to
learners who were struggling and do not seem to differentiate between the Arabic and English grammar.

Students responses suggest that CA-informed instruction not only helps students learn new vocabulary, but as in Laufer and Nany’s (2008) study mentioned earlier, CA-informed grammar can also help students learn grammar and avoid L1 errors.

After questioning students about the effect of CA, I presented them with sentences that had errors in relative clauses and passive voice (Appendix A). As for the relative clause errors, two students out of five recognized the use of resumptive pronoun errors, one student did not recognize the error. The discussion of relative clause errors came up earlier in the interview with two of the interviewees. When discussing it, Participant (1) said “I don’t think this error is common in my writing.” When asked about the L1 errors and thinking in Arabic while writing in English, Participant (2) mentioned that using the resumptive pronoun was one of the most frequent L1 errors in her writing. Instruction helped students notice their use of resumptive pronouns.

As for the passive voice errors, three students were able to pinpoint the absence of the auxiliary verb while two other students failed. Participant (5) commented on his inability to recognize the error by saying “I always forget the be-verb!” When I provided her with the right answer, Participant (2) laughed and tried to provide an explanation of the error; she switched to Arabic and said that because the theme was inanimate, it needed to be in the passive: “The house cannot build itself!” Finally, four of the five students interviewed did not recognizes the definite article error and when I asked them to translate it in Arabic, they all used the definite article before the noun “globalization.” Participant (4) said that his teachers would always ask him for the reason that he was
overusing the definite article while Participant (5) commented on definite article errors by saying that her teachers would delete extra articles from her writings.

Meanwhile, Participant (2) brought up another issue related to the effect of instruction and proficiency tests on her use of complex grammatical features such as the relative clauses. She pointed to the fact that she would get overwhelmed due to writing rubrics that she had to meet for class assignments and IELTS test essays. Both dictated using complex structures, e.g. complex sentences such as those containing relative clauses, to demonstrate writing skills mastery. Her focus on using these complex sentence structures to demonstrate her knowledge of grammar and her mastery of writing would usually influence her production of L1 transfer errors, such as dropping the relative clause’s main verb. Instead of being given credit for using complex structures, she would get marked down for committing L1 errors. She complained that such rubrics made her focus on form while ignoring other elements including the meaning that she was trying to convey and the flow of the information she was presenting.

The discussion of the effect of instruction coupled with students’ level – which I will cover next – helps explain why there was not a statistical difference between L1 transfer and other errors.

4.4.3. Effect of Students’ Level

In the interviews, the students reported that they had either stopped or tried to avoid making errors that were predicted by CA, e.g. using the definite article when it is not required, using the resumptive pronoun to fill object gaps and omitting auxiliary verbs from the passive verb phrase. They stressed the fact that they “used to” make these
mistakes and that their command of English and especially grammar was better than it used to be when they were in lower IELP levels. An example of that is the excitement Participant (3) expressed when she talked about how her instructors nowadays would tell her how “great” her grammar was, although, she admitted, relative clauses were still challenging. More exposure to language also influenced the student’s grammar knowledge: “sometimes … um … I know there is error here… this is not good but don’t ask me why, I don’t know, I just fix it because maybe I always hear this in that way so…but I don’t know why I just say no this is not right.” This suggests that being an ESL setting with more exposure to English helped the student develop an intuition for grammaticality.

As for Participant (5), whose main struggle was omitting verbs, she said that the frequency of such an error in her writing dropped from 50% to 6-8%. She also said that she was translating less into English when uttering English sentences that she did when she first joined the program. Hence, both instruction and students’ level influenced the frequency of L1 transfer errors in students’ writings.

Students’ remarks fall in line with the findings of Touchie's (1983) study, in which learners enrolled in lower level ESL classes reported more reliance on L1 transfer in answering relative clause questions on four tests. Therefore, this study supports the fact that transfer is “developmental and tends to become less frequent in advanced stages of second language proficiency pp” (pp. 139-140), although the results for definite articles in this study suggest more research is needed.

As opposed to CA and EA which helped analyze the data produced by learners and not what was going on inside their heads, interviews provided insight into students’
mental processes which were directly tied to L1 transfer. Students talked about their L1 transfer strategies which involved both translating ideas from Arabic into English and comparing English grammar to Arabic grammar. This makes it likely that errors that were predicted by CA were, in fact, instances of L1 transfer. Instruction on the other hand, had two effects: one was the negative attitude of students towards the L1 while the other was helping students become more aware of L1 errors and trying to overcome them. The level that the students were at and the instruction they had received appears to have affected the frequency of L1 errors in the data and helped students have better grammar knowledge and avoid making such errors.

4.5. Summary of Written Data and Interviews

The analysis of the written data did not yield a statistical difference between likely L1-influenced errors and other errors in students' use of definite articles, relative clauses, and passive voice. The examination of high and low-achieving students suggested that higher scores on writing assignments corresponded with lower frequency of L1 errors for relative clause and passive voice errors. The definite article was the only feature where such a relationship did not exist.

The interviews provided insight into students’ transfer habits. Student comments suggested even students who were enrolled in upper IELP classes were still influenced by their mother tongue. Factors such as instruction and the level students were at in the IELP helped raised students’ awareness of L1 transfer errors which helped students either overcome or minimize the frequency of errors. Although occasional CA-informed
instruction as well as the level students were at helped students improve their grammar skills, some L1 errors persisted.

While some researchers have argued for teaching strategies based on CA, others contested them. Most students in this data found CA-informed instruction helpful, especially with the grammatical structures they perceived to be difficult (such as relative clauses) or confusing (such as the article system and the passive voice). Students’ performance investigated by EA in my thesis study provided a positive effect of CA-informed instruction in reducing L1 transfer errors.

The next chapter will address the limitations of my study and suggestions for future studies as well as concluding remarks.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

In the previous chapters, I reviewed the literature on the effect of L1 transfer in influencing errors made by Arabic L1 learners of English when using the definite article, relative clauses and passive voice. I also explained the goals of my study and the methods I used to investigate the influence of L1 transfer in the production of errors as well as learners’ transfer habits and their attitudes. Then, I presented the results of my analyses and my findings. In this chapter, I review my research goals and provide a summary of my findings, and then discuss the pedagogical implications and limitations of my study. In the final section of this thesis, I offer suggestions for future research on Arabic students’ L1 transfer.

5.1. Research Questions and Summary of Findings

My study was directed towards investigating the effect of L1 transfer on advanced Arabic ESL learners' accuracy using the definite article, relative clauses and passive voice. The second goal was to investigate the influence of L1 transfer as learners perceived it. The questions that my thesis addressed were:

1. A) To what extent are these features problematic for students?

   B) Is there a statistically significant difference between the frequency of errors caused by L1 transfer and other, non-transfer errors?

2. How do learners describe the influence of their L1?

   In order to answer my first research question on how problematic these features were to students, I analyzed papers written by students enrolled in the IELP Level 4
Guided Research Writing (GRW). When I analyzed the papers, I found that the mean accuracy of relative clause use was as high as 90% while the passive voice was at 71% and the definite article at 68%. Even though the means of accuracy were fairly high, especially for relative clauses, the ranges of accuracy of the features were 20%-100%, 0%-100% and 5%-100% respectively. This shows that while some students were able to use these grammatical features accurately, other students were struggling.

As for the main findings related to relative clauses errors, L1 transfer errors were slightly more common than interlanguage errors although there was no statistically significant difference between L1 and non-L1 errors. The omission of the relativizer was the most frequent transfer error. This falls in line with the findings of Scott and Tucker (1974) who found that the most frequent relative clause error in their data was the omission of the relative clause. While Touchie’s (1983) study found that the use of the resumptive pronoun was the most frequent error in her data, resumptive pronouns accounted for 8% of the errors in the data I analyzed. This low percentage might be the result of the CA instruction students received.

Meanwhile, passive voice errors were equally distributed across both error factors – L1 and interlanguage – each accounting for 50% of overall passive errors. I found that, while interlanguage errors were divided into four categories, three verb-related and one that had to do with the use of the passive instead of the active voice, there was only one L1 category that was as frequent as all interlanguage categories: the omission of the auxiliary verb. This also suggests that, though L1 transfer was not the most significant factor of passive voice errors, it does influence learners’ errors nevertheless.
As for the definite article, most of the learners in this data analyzed made errors while using this feature. Only 2% of the papers analyzed did not contain definite article errors. This suggests that Arabic Advanced Mid ESL students found this feature problematic. The overuse of the definite article was the only error category that was counted as L1 transfer, and it was the second most common article error, accounting for 46% of overall definite article errors. The overuse of the definite article was also documented as the most frequent article error in the data analyzed by Shalaby (2014) of Arabic EFL students. Although L1 transfer errors were slightly less frequent than interlanguage errors, L1 transfer appears to influence students’ definite article usage.

Moreover, when analyzing the frequency of L1 errors in papers that received a score below 80% in comparison to those receiving 80% and above, result suggested that L1 transfer errors in the formation of relative clauses and the passive voice were more common in papers receiving scores below 80%. The analysis of the definite article did not show such a relationship between learners’ writing scores and the frequency of L1 transfer errors.

Overall, the analysis of the written data helped me answer my first research question about the frequency of errors which helped me determine how problematic the features were to that group of students. The analysis of the written data also helped me compare errors that are attributed to L1 transfer to non-L1 errors. I found no statistical difference between errors that were attributed to L1 transfer and non-L1 transfer errors. The analysis revealed that L1 transfer did influence Arabic learners’ relative clause, passive voice and definite article errors, but those errors were not more common than all other errors.
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Transfer is a mental process, and the analysis of learner data through EA and CA alone may not be enough to describe L1 transfer phenomena. Therefore, I used my second method of data collection, interviews with learners, to further explore evidence of transfer. The interviews helped elicit information about learners’ transfer habits and their attitudes towards transfer. Learners admitted to thinking in Arabic while writing in English, which influenced their production of erroneous definite article, relative clause and passive voice construction. When interviewed, Participant (5) said that expressing oneself in English was not easy, adding “you have to translate every single [...] in your mind.” This learner was in the highest IELP level. In her study, Touchie (1983) found that only a small percentage of the advanced learners - only 19% - she interviewed reported that their L1 influenced the ways they answered question on tests while the percentage was higher for students who were less proficient. Meanwhile, all five students interviewed in this data were advanced ESL students.

Moreover, learners in my study also noted that receiving CA-informed instruction made them aware of the effect of their L1 on their production and helped reduce the frequency of L1 errors. The fact that IELP instructors were keen on pointing out L1 errors to their students and making them aware of them might have influenced the results of the written data – for example, the low percentage of resumptives in the data as opposed to the high frequency of resumptives in Touchie’s (1983) investigation.

5.2. Pedagogical Implications and Applications

When I initially designed this study, I anticipated that the frequency of L1 transfer errors in using the definite article, relative clauses and passive voice constructions would
be much higher than that of other errors. I came to this conclusion after conducting my pilot study. As the current study shows, learners’ errors caused by L1 transfer were as frequent or at times slightly more frequent than interlanguage errors; however, there was a great deal of individual variation and the frequency differences were not statistically significant. The interviews showed that students did "think in Arabic" but many had learned not to transfer features if they were ungrammatical in English. Learners in this study received some CA-informed instruction and managed to reduce their L1 errors. The IELP instructors' strategy appears to yield positive results. Since some learners still had high frequencies of L1 transfer errors, however, I suggest even more emphasis should be placed on CA-instruction in order to improve Arabic L1 learner’s acquisition of the grammatical features studied. Since students might not be aware of the ways in which negative transfer works, deliberate attention might be key. Supporting the instruction with comparisons between students’ L1 and L2 might help students better understand and acquire problematic grammatical features that are prone to L1 interference. A performance assessment followed by corrective feedback is also crucial; so is raising awareness as to potential sources of errors. Hence, identifying sources of learners’ errors either by teacher-conducted EA or through consulting the CA-informed EA literature and preparing CA-informed materials might help minimize L1. Students in this data said that they were able to witness the effect of this type of instruction in improving their grammar knowledge which helped them avoid L1 transfer errors.

Also, a comparison is needed between the errors made by ESL and EFL students in the use of the definite article, relative clauses and passive voice contexts. The
researcher could investigate the effect of variables like instruction, language exposure, teacher’s language background, contact with native speakers and so on.

Another issue that emerged from the discussion of the effect of instruction was the fact that at least one learner felt pushed to use certain grammatical features to demonstrate her writing ability. Participant (2) said that writing assignments instructions required her to use a certain set of complex and compound sentences and focusing on producing long complex sentences made her commit L1 errors where she would “miss the verb” for example. Instead of being commended for trying to use complex sentence structure, she would get marked down for producing L1 errors. Although academic writing does require accurate structure, students’ attempts to try new structures should be rewarded, not punished. Participant 2's remarks suggest that L1 transfer errors might be the result of students’ determination to try new complex structures, which might results in their relying more on familiar L1 structures.

Due to the fact that non-L1 errors were at times as frequent as L1 errors and at times more frequent, instructors should also provide students with more practice for errors that are not likely influenced by their L1. When I was teaching grammar at the IELP in Winter and Spring 2018, students kept asking me for more practice as it helps them internalize grammatical features. Practice can be provided in the classroom or as part of students’ homework. Instructors could also direct learners towards extracurricular resources such as textbooks, cellular phone and computer applications that help them practice and improve their grammar skills.

While on paper, “think in English” is a good strategy for language learners, this is not what language learners in this study were doing. Despite the fact that students were
told to think in their L2 and abandon comparisons with their L1, students could not follow that advice. All students reported using their L1 one way or another. While the ultimate goal is to have students master the language and display native-like grammar performance, instructing students to stop thinking in their L1 clearly did not help students think in English. On the contrary, it created some kind of inner resistance as students kept doing it while acknowledging that it was “wrong.” Teachers should avoid associating students’ L1 with negative effects. They should provide their learners with concrete examples from learners’ own writing to help demonstrate the effect of their L1 through the use of CA. This way, students will know what type of errors to look for when editing and proofreading their papers.

The following implication is inspired by remarks made by one of the students that I interviewed for my thesis study. Participant (3) said that she felt that her exposure to English has helped her develop intuition for grammaticality. She said that she could tell when a sentence is ungrammatical, but she would not know how to explain why. Many second language acquisition theorists have discussed the importance of exposure to the L2 over time and have acknowledged the fact that the teacher cannot provide all the exposure that a learner’s needs. One of the language instructor’s priorities should be to present students with opportunities that maximize their exposure to the target language outside of the classroom and encourage autonomous learning.

5.3. Limitations and Future Research

I analyzed 50 papers for this study. While the results provide useful insights, the sample cannot be taken as being representative of all IELP students or all ESL students.
Moreover, I could only interview five advanced learners, which is also not representative of all advanced Arabic IELP students. Analyzing a larger set of papers and interviewing a larger number of participants would help provide more insights into the effect of learners’ L1 transfer habits.

Also, I analyze papers that received a passing score of 70% and did not investigate errors in papers that did not. A future study could come up with a more refined method where papers are categorized into failing, just passing and those receiving high grades and investigate whether scores correlate with the accuracy of grammatical features’ usage.

The focus of my study was an ESL context in one language center, thus the findings of this thesis study are not applicable to all Arabic ESL students. Furthermore, I included only papers that received a passing grade, so the results cannot be generalized to students who did not get passing grades.

Also, I investigated students’ L1 habits and their attitudes towards L1 transfer, but I did not investigate teachers’ use of CA, their attitude towards using it and its effectiveness and applicability. A future study could be replicated to investigate teachers’ attitudes towards L1 transfer, whether they use CA in their instruction and whether they found it to be an effective and applicable method.

Another study could investigate the effect of CA instruction compared to more conventional types of instruction in a longitudinal study that documents students’ progress from novice or intermediate levels to the more advanced to help decide which method is more effective. The researcher could also examine teachers’ attitudes and the effectiveness of CA instruction which might help enrich the field.
Also, a comparison is needed between the errors made by ESL and EFL students in the use of the definite article, relative clauses and passive voice contexts. The researcher could investigate the effect of variables like instruction, language exposure, teacher’s language background, and contact with native speakers, analyzing whether these factors correlate with the frequency of errors in the ESL and the EFL contexts.

Finally, many grammatical features were problematic in the sample that I analyzed and are worth investigating. One of the features was phrasal and prepositional verbs. The prepositions and the particles learners used corresponded with those used in Arabic but were erroneous in English, e.g., “contribute in” instead of “contribute to.” Wrongly formed noun phrases due to either plural issues (e.g., “many pressures” and “jobs opportunity”) or inaccurate modification of the head noun (e.g., “economy job”) were problematic for more than 50% of the learners in this data. Twenty-six papers contained ill-formed noun phrases. Future studies could help inform the instruction further by investigating errors with phrasal verbs, prepositional verbs, and noun phrases and whether they are attributed to learners’ L1.

5.4. Conclusion

Despite the limitations of my thesis study, it provided insight into L1 transfer in the writing of Arabic ESL learners and insight into learners’ L1 habits and their attitudes towards transfer, which was inspired by that of their instructors. This study helps language instructors identify sources of errors influencing Arabic ESL learners’ inaccurate production of the definite article, relative clauses and passive voice. It also
sheds light on the possible benefits of integrating CA-informed instruction into language classrooms.

In conclusion, as a former advocate of the “Think in English” strategy, I feel obliged to acknowledge its lack of validity and applicability. Providing students with such a vague and ambiguous instruction does not help them eliminate or even mitigate the effect of their L1 on their production of their L2. Instruction that is informed by CA provides learners with concrete examples of ways of which their L1 might hinder their L2 accuracy. I now believe that CA instruction, paired with more exposure to the L2, is one of the solutions that helps eradicate the negative effects of L1 transfer.
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Appendix A

Interview Questions

The interviews will be semi-structured and all will use the following questions. Additional examples (of grammar errors and transliterations) may be used, as needed for participant understanding.

1. A) Is it easy for you to express yourself in English?
   Possible prompt: What is the hardest part of writing in English?

   B) Do you find yourself thinking in Arabic when writing in English?
   Possible prompts: Describe your process last time you wrote a paper.

   C) Do you end up with transliterated Arabic constructions? (example: #Drink soup)

   D) Do you end up with grammatical structures that are literal translations of Arabic?
      (example: *He strong)

2. When introduced to a new grammar rule, do you compare it to Arabic grammar? Why and why not? Possible prompts: Can you give me an example?

3. Do you think it is useful to compare Arabic grammar to English grammar? Possible prompts: What have you been told about comparing grammars?
4. Do you know you make grammatical errors that are related to the absence of equivalent structures in Arabic?

   a. Absence of copula in passive voice
   *The house built

   b. Absence of gap in relative clauses
   *This is the girl that I told you about her
   *This is the house where I live in it.

   c. Definite article overuse
   *The globalization is changing the world.

5. What do you think are the hardest differences between Arabic grammar and English grammar?

6. Have you noticed other ways that Arabic influences your English grammar besides what I have already asked?
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